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Abstract. Query processing over uncertain data is very important in many applications due to the existence of uncertainty in real-world data. In this paper, we propose a novel and important query for uncertain data, namely probabilistic top-($k, l$) range (PTR) query, which retrieves $l$ uncertain tuples that are expected to meet score range constraint $[s_1, s_2]$ and have the maximum top-$k$ probabilities but no less than a given probability threshold $q$. In order to accelerate the PTR query, we present some effective pruning techniques to reduce the search space of PTR query, which are integrated seamlessly into an efficient PTR query procedure. Extensive experiments over both real-world and synthetic datasets verify the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed approaches.
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1. Introduction

Uncertain data exists widely in information retrieval, mobile object tracking, web services and other various applications. In particular, some large-scale applications, for instance, sensor networks and RFID, can generate more uncertain data. There are many reasons for producing uncertain data, such as data noise, data leakage, transmission delay and inaccuracy or incompleteness in measurement, etc. Similarly, surveys and imputation techniques create data which is uncertain in nature. This has created a need for uncertain data management algorithms and applications [2, 18], among which a pivotal technique in this respect is the query processing over uncertain database, such as top-$k$ query [6, 9, 12–14, 17, 20]. With the rapid development of data collection methods and the practical applications, the issue of uncertain data query has drawn large amounts of attention in both academia and industry [3].

Top-$k$ query is a classic problem in the area of information retrieval. For a user-defined scoring function and one given query, algorithms return $k$ objects which have the largest scores. However, in uncertain data management, data records are typically represented by probability distributions rather than deterministic values [2]. Therefore, traditional definite top-$k$ query cannot respond to uncertain top-$k$ query, thereby we have to redefine query semantics of top-$k$ for uncertain query. As for uncertain top-$k$ query, the interaction between score and probability determine the answers. Different combination of the two factors may generate various uncertain query semantics, among which most are based on possible worlds semantics [7]. In this paper, we propose an extended uncertain top-$k$ query top-($k, l$) query and several effective pruning strategies on the basis of a given probability threshold. It will be introduced in detail in Sections 3 and 5.

The range-based uncertain data query processing problem has drawn increasing attention to many researchers, and emerged some range-based uncertain query algorithms, such as location-based query [4], range-based nearest neighbor (NN) query [11]...
and skyline range query [15]. To the best of our knowledge, very few works refer to uncertain top-
k query processing. In this paper, we propose a range-based probabilistic top-\((k,l)\) query (PTR query), i.e., for a given probability threshold \(q\) and a score range constraint \(s = [s_1, s_2]\), the algorithm returns \(l\) tuples which meet \(s\) and their top-k probabilities are no less than \(q\). We will introduce it at length in Sections 3 and 5.

Our contributions made in this paper are as follows.

- We first develop an new and crucial query, i.e., probabilistic top-
\((k,l)\) range (PTR) query by taking range query and top-k query into overall consideration in the context of uncertain databases.
- We present several effective pruning rules to reduce the search space, which are integrated into an efficient PTR query procedure.
- Particularly, we can find that a lower bound of top-k probability of certain tuple and an upper bound of the answer set by studying the properties of top-k probability.
- Extensive experiments are conducted over both real-world and synthetic data to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The experimental results show that our query algorithm perform well.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work on uncertain top-k queries and range-based queries. Section 3 mainly introduces the uncertain data model and further gives the formal definitions concerning PTR query processing. Section 4 presents some properties of top-k probability and corresponding pruning rules. Section 5 pictures the PTR query algorithm. Section 6 evaluates the proposed algorithm with experiments. Finally, we make a conclusion with directions for future work.

2. Related work

We review the existing works on uncertain (probabilistic) top-k query and range-based query in this section.

2.1. Uncertain Top-k query processing

While research works on conventional top-k queries are mostly based on some deterministic scoring functions, the new factor of tuple membership probability in uncertain database makes evaluation of probabilistic top-k queries very complicated since the top-k answer set depends not only on the ranking scores of candidate tuples but also their probabilities. As for uncertain databases, there exist all kinds of uncertain top-k query semantics, among which the most influential include U-Top \([17]\), U-kRanks \([17]\), PT-k \([12]\), Global-Topk \([20]\), Expected Rank \([6]\), E-Score Rank \([6]\), PT\(\alpha\)S \([14]\), and PTI query \([19]\) etc. U-Top returns the most probable \(k\)-tuple vector with the maximum aggregated probability of being top-k over all possible worlds. U-kRanks returns a list of \(k\) tuples such that the \(i^{th}\)-ranked tuple has the highest aggregated probability in all possible worlds. These two query algorithm proposed in \([17]\) are of inefficient due to lacking of pruning rules with an increasing possible world space. PT-k query returns those tuples which their top-k probabilities across all possible worlds are no less than a given probabilistic threshold \(q\), which makes for approving performance without unfolding all possible worlds. Furthermore, a sampling method is developed to quickly compute an approximation with quality guarantee to the answer set by extracting a small sample of the uncertain dataset. Though the sampling method can lower the accuracy of answers, it can improve efficiency to a large degree. In \([20]\), Zhang etc propose a Global-Topk query semantic that returns \(k\) highest-ranked tuples on the basis of their probabilities of being top-k answer set in all possible worlds. In \([6]\), the expected rank of each tuple over all possible worlds is regarded as the ranking function for obtaining the answer set. E-Score Rank query takes the E-Score of each tuple as the ranking function to find the final answers. Lian and Chen \([14]\) propose the probabilistic top-k star (PT\(\alpha\)S) query, which aims to retrieve \(k\) objects in an uncertain database that are “closest” to a static/dynamic query point, considering both distance and probability aspects. In \([18]\), the authors present the problem of Top-K frequent itemsets mining in sliding windows. Xiao et al. proposed a probabilistic top-\(l\) influential (PTI) query to identify the \(l\) most favorite objects \([19]\). From these definitions, we can see that a pivotal problem of uncertain top-k query is the calculation of possible world probability. Provided there is no good pruning technology, the performance of query may be comparative low with an exponential growth large possible world space. Consequently, it is necessary to exploit some efficient pruning strategies to reduce the computing of top-k probability for improving the performance of algorithm.
2.2. Range-based query processing

Range-based query processing has recently more and more attention in various practical applications as a result of the uncertainty, such as moving object tracking [10], location-based services [15] and computer games [21] etc. For the uncertainty of object, or privacy reasons, the records we want to query usually locate in a finite range region, such as an interval range, rectangular or circular range. Existing some range-based query algorithms, e.g., range-based kNN query [11], range-based skyline query [15] etc. In [11], Hu and Lee firstly presented the R$k$NN solution for rectangular ranges. Lin et al. proposed the first range-based skyline query in LBS [15]. In [5], Cheng et al. firstly put forward probabilistic range query based on one-dimensional space. Tao et al. studied the uncertain range query for arbitrary probability distribution function in multi-dimensional space. To the best of our knowledge, there is very little works that has studied range-based uncertain top-\(k\) queries. Brodal [1] and Tao [16] developed a static and dynamic structure for the top-\(k\) range reporting problem, respectively. In this paper, we propose an uncertain top-\(k\) range query based on score attribute range, which retrieves the uncertain database by appointing a score range.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we first introduce an uncertain data model, then we give the formal definitions concerning the probabilistic top-(\(k, l\)) range query.

3.1. Uncertain data model

The fundamental difference between a traditional deterministic database and an uncertain database is that an uncertain relation represents a set of possible relation instances, rather than a single one [2]. Suppose an uncertain database DB, which is composed of a set of \(n\) tuples \(t_i(1 \leq i \leq n)\). The uncertainty of every tuple \(t_i\) in the uncertain database DB is mainly represented by a confidence, i.e., its existence probability \(P(t_i)\) in DB. For a given score ranking function \(s(t)\), the score of each \(t_i\) is denoted by \(s(t_i)\). In fact, many uncertain data processing, including top-\(k\) query processing, pay attention to mainly two types of uncertainty, i.e., tuple-level uncertainty and attribute-level uncertainty. For tuple-level uncertainty, every tuple is uncertain while its attribute value (i.e. score) is deterministic. For attribute-level uncertainty, every tuple is uncertain while its attribute value is uncertain, and every attribute value corresponds to a probability. In a probabilistic database, there may exist some generation rules between tuples, such as exclusion or coexistence, but almost tuples are independent of each other. In this paper, we only consider tuple-level uncertainty with all tuples mutually independent.

There exist many works on modeling uncertain data. One of the most popular is the model based on possible world semantics [7], where an uncertain database is regarded as a set of possible world instances associated with their probabilities. Each possible world \(W\) is a subset of uncertain database tuples, and the set of all worlds is denoted by the possible world space \(\Omega\). The probability of each world is computed as the joint probability of the existence of the world’s tuples and the absence of all other database tuples. Since all tuples are mutually independent, we can obtain

\[
P(W) = \prod_{t \in W} P(t) \prod_{t \notin W} \bar{P}(t),
\]

where \(\bar{P}(t) = 1 - P(t)\), and \(\sum_{W \in \Omega} P(W) = 1\).

3.2. Problem definition

With the aforementioned introductions and possible world semantics, in this subsection, we put forward the query semantics concerning probabilistic top-(\(k, l\)) query based on a given probability threshold \(q\) and Refs. [9, 12, 20].

Definition 1. (Score dominating) Let \(s(t)\) be a score ranking function, for arbitrary two tuples \(t_i, t_j\), if \(s(t_i) > s(t_j)\), then \(t_i >_s t_j\).

Definition 2. (Top-\(k\) probability) Let DB be an uncertain database with possible world space \(\Omega\), \(k\) be a positive integer, \(s(t)\) be a score ranking function, and \(\text{Top}_k(W)\) be a set of \(k\) tuples in the front of possible world \(W\) on the basis of scoring function \(s(t)\). Then the probability of any tuple \(t\) in DB \(P_{\text{top} - k}(t, DB)\) can be defined as the summation of the probabilities of all possible worlds whose top-\(k\) answer set \(\text{Top}_k(W)\) contains \(t\), i.e.,

\[
P_{\text{top} - k}(t, DB) = \sum_{W \in \Omega, t \in \text{Top}_k(W)} P(W).
\]
Note that top-\(k\) answer sets may be of cardinality less than \(k\) for some possible worlds. We call such possible worlds as small worlds \([20]\).

**Definition 3. (Probabilistic top-(\(k, l\)) range query, PTR query)** Let \(DB\) be an uncertain database, \(l\) be a positive integral number, \(s\) be a given score range constraint (e.g., \(s = [s_1, s_2]\)), \(q\) be a probability threshold, and \(P_{\text{top}-k}(t, DB)\) be the top-\(k\) probability of tuple \(t\) in \(DB\). Then the top-(\(k, l\)) query over uncertain database \(DB\) returns \(l\) tuples which meet constraint \(s\) and have the maximum top-\(k\) probabilities but no less than \(q\), i.e.,

\[
\{t|s(t) \in s, P_{\text{top}-k}(t, DB) \geq q\},
\]

and

\[
|\{t|s(t) \in s, P_{\text{top}-k}(t, DB) \geq q\}| = l.
\]

4. **Pruning rules**

On the basis of semantics of uncertain top-(\(k, l\)) query, we can know that the calculation of top-\(k\) is very large with exponentially growing possible worlds. Therefore, it is necessary to put forward some pruning techniques for reducing the computing of top-\(k\).

**Lemma 1.** (Pruning Rule 1) Let \(s(t)\) be a score ranking function, \(s\) be a given score range constraint, \(DB\) be an uncertain database. For any tuple \(t\), if \(s(t) \notin s\), then we can remove \(t\) immediately from the DB without calculating its top-k probability.

**Theorem 1.** The top-\(k\) probability of tuple \(t\) in an uncertain database \(DB\), denoted by \(P_{\text{top}-k}(t, DB)\), is at most its presence probability \(P(t)\), i.e.,

\[
P_{\text{top}-k}(t, DB) \leq P(t).
\]

**Lemma 2.** (Pruning Rule 2) Let \(q\) be a probability threshold, \(P(t)\) be the presence probability of tuple \(t\), \(P_{\text{top}-k}(t, DB)\) be \(t\)'s top-\(k\) probability. If \(P(t) < q\), then \(t\) can be excluded immediately from the DB without computing \(P_{\text{top}-k}(t, DB)\).

According to Lemmas 1 and 2, before the calculation of top-\(k\) probability of a tuple, we can pre-prune some tuples potentially based on a given score range constraint \(s\) and a probability threshold \(q\), respectively. They aim at decreasing the size of the uncertain dataset.

**Lemma 3.** (Pruning Rule 3) Given an uncertain database \(DB\) with cardinality \(n\), and \(t_1 \succ_s t_2 \succ_s \cdots \succ_s t_n\). Let \(DB_t\) be the subset \([t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_i]\). \(P(DB_t, j)\) denote the probability of any \(j\) tuples appearing in the set \(DB_t\), denoted by \(x_{i,j}\). If \(\sum_{j=0}^{k-1} x_{i,j} < q\), then we can prune the tuples which rank lower than \(t_i\), i.e., for \(1 \leq m \leq n - i\), \(m \in N_+\), \(P_{\text{top}-k}(t_{i+m}, DB) < q\), where \(q\) is a given probability threshold.

According to the pruning technique 3, we can obtain a compact set about the answer set. In subsequent experiments, we show that the pruning technology has excellent efficiency and effectiveness with pruning rate at least 99%.

The three pruning techniques aforementioned all aim at cutting down the size of the uncertain dataset for reducing the query search space. However, these pruning strategies do not or few consider the properties of top-\(k\) probability of tuples. One important innovation of this paper is the demonstration of the mathematical property of top-\(k\) probability of tuples. Next, we will give out the other pruning rules based on the nature.

**Theorem 2.** Given an uncertain database \(DB\) with \(t_1 \succ_s t_2 \succ_s \cdots \succ_s t_n\). Then \(P_{\text{top}-k}(t_i, DB)\) increases with \(k\), but no more than \(P(t_i)\).

**Lemma 4.** (Pruning Rule 4) Given a probability threshold \(q\), an uncertain database \(DB\) with cardinality \(n\), and \(t_1 \succ_s t_2 \succ_s \cdots \succ_s t_n\). Then there exists a lower bound LB of top-\(k\) probability of tuple \(t_i\), i.e., \(P(t_i)\prod_{1 \leq j \leq k} (1 - P(t_j))\), such that we can add \(t_i\) into the top-(\(k, l\)) answer set without computing its complete top-\(k\) probability when \(LB \geq q\).

As a matter of fact, the LB of tuple \(t\) is its skyline probability in this uncertain DB if we take the uncertain data as the points in two-dimensional space \([8, 22, 23]\).

Note that, we may put directly the tuples whose lower bound LB are equal or greater than \(q\) into the answer set. So the number of tuples in top-(\(k, l\)) answer set of the PTR query may larger than \(l\) on account of adding some tuples whose LB are no less than \(q\). In subsequent experiments, we will demonstrate that the probability lower pruning not only reduces the PTR query search space, but it also grasps some relatively important tuples missed by some uncertain top-\(k\) queries, e.g., PT-\(k\) query and Global-Top-\(k\) query.

In summary, we can decrease efficiently the search space by removing some tuples based on these pruning rules we proposed, such as the score range constraint pruning (Pruning Rule 1), the probability
threshold pruning (Pruning Rule 2), the upper bound of answer set pruning (Pruning Rule 3) and the top-k probability lower bound pruning (Pruning Rule 4).

5. PTR query

In this section, we will present our probabilistic top-\((k,l)\) range query processing algorithm, i.e., PTR query, including a description of the algorithm (Section 5.1) and complexity analysis of the algorithm (Section 5.2).

5.1. The algorithm framework

We now describe the probabilistic top-\((k,l)\) range (i.e., PTR) query processing algorithm. The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. Initially, we empty a set \(Q\) for saving the answer set (line 1). Clearly, one straightforward way to answer the uncertain query is in terms of its semantics and pruning techniques we proposed. That is, for each uncertain tuple in the uncertain database \(DB\), we firstly remove some tuples which do not meet the score range constraint and probability upper bound constraint (i.e., probability threshold), based on Lemmas 1 and 2 (lines 2–6). After that, we can obtain a compact database with smaller cardinality. Then, we sort the database in accordance with the decreasing order based on the scoring function \(s(t)\) and sequentially scan tuples in the database (line 7). Next, we further prune the dataset in light of the upper bound of top-\((k,l)\) answer set (lines 8–10). Then for the remaining tuples in \(DB\), we compute the lower bound of their top-k probability and insert the tuples whose LB are no less than \(q\) into answer set \(Q\) (lines 11–14). After that, for the remaining tuples in the uncertain database, we compute their probabilities of being top-\(k\) (line 15). Last but not least, on the basis of the top-k probabilities and \(q\), we select \(l\) tuples which have the maximum top-k probabilities but no less than \(q\), and put them into the answer set \(Q\) (line 16). Finally, the algorithm returns \(l\) as its output. Its correctness and complexity analysis are demonstrated in the following subsection.

5.2. Correctness and complexity analysis

In this section, we will concentrate on the proof of correctness of the PTR query processing algorithm and the analysis of complexity.

Theorem 3. The algorithm of top-\((k,l)\) range query processing, i.e., PTR query processing, on the basis of pruning rules we proposed can accurately find out the optimal tuples we wanted.

Proof. From the definition of top-\((k,l)\) range query, we can know that, for a score range constraint \(s\) and a probability threshold \(q\), the query returns \(l\) tuples which meet constraint \(s\) and have maximum top-k probabilities but no less than \(q\), i.e.,

\[
\{t | s(t) \in s, P_{top-k}(t, DB) \geq q\}.
\]

and

\[
|\{t | s(t) \in s, P_{top-k}(t, DB) \geq q\}| = l.
\]

Note that the top-\((k,l)\) range query processing functions only on remaining dataset after Pruning Rules 1, 2 and 3, so the three pruning techniques do not have an effect on the accuracy of the query. On the other hand, as previously mentioned, the number of PTR query answer set may larger than \(l\) on account of adding some tuples whose LB are no less than \(q\). But however it happens, the answer set of the PTR query always reports the optimal tuples we wanted.

Thus, as long as Line 11 of Algorithm 1, correctly calculates the top-k probability of tuples, the query can return a valid top-\((k,l)\) answer set. Based on the Proposition 1 in Ref. [4], we can know that Algorithm 2 accurately compute the probability of being top-k of tuples in Equation (4).
Theorem 4. The complexity of PTR query processing algorithm, in the worst case, is \(\max\{O(n), O(n_1 \ast n_1), O(n_2 \log n_2)\}\), where, \(n, n_1, n_2\) are the cardinality of original uncertain database, compact database based on score value constraint pruning and probability threshold pruning, and dataset on the ground of the upper bound of answer set pruning and top-k probability lower bound pruning, respectively.

Proof. Now we consider the complexity of the PTR query processing algorithm in the following. The most complicated operations are sorting the uncertain database, the upper bound of answer set pruning and the calculation of probability of being top-k of tuples. Assume that the cardinality of original indeterminate database is \(n\), then the complexity of Pruning Rules 1 and 2 based on score range constraint and probability threshold is \(O(n)\). Next, we need to sort the remaining tuples in compact database, and the worst sorting operation is \(O(n_1 \ast n_1)\), where \(n_1\) is the cardinality of the compact database. Then, the upper bound of answer set pruning takes \(O(n_1 \ast n_1)\) in the worst case to compute a dynamic programming table. The following lower bound pruning cost, in the worst case, is \(O(n_1 \ast n_1 / 2)\). In practice, the cost is far from it because the LB value may be zero for the lower-ranked tuples. Suppose the number of tuples in database is \(n_2\) this moment. Then, Algorithm 2 takes \(O(n_2 \log n_2)\) to calculate a dynamic programming table for the computing of top-k probability of tuples. Finally, the query algorithm takes \(O(n_2 \log n_2)\) in the worst case to maintain the sets \(Q\). Consequently, the worst case time complexity of PTR query processing algorithm is \(\max\{O(n), O(n_1 \ast n_1), O(n_2 \log n_2)\}\). \(\square\)

6. Experimental evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of PTR query processing algorithm based on some pruning techniques we proposed through a series of simulations over both real-world and synthetic data. We take query execution time and PR (pruning rate, as defined hereinafter) as the primary performance metrics under various parameter settings. All experiments were run on a PC with a 2.60 GHz AMD Athlon\(^{TM}\) II X4 620 processor with 4 GB of main memory, and a 500 GB hard disk, running Windows Win7 32 bit Operating System. Our algorithm was implemented in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010.

Definition 4. (Pruning Ratio, PR) Let \(NUM_{bef}\) be the number of dataset before pruning, \(NUM_{aft}\) be the size of the dataset after pruning, we call

\[
PR = \frac{NUM_{bef} - NUM_{aft}}{NUM_{bef}}
\]

the pruning ratio, denoted as PR. It represents the efficiency of pruning techniques.

6.1. Results on the real-world dataset

We use the International Ice Patrol (IIP) Iceberg Sightings Database\(^1\) to evaluate the effectiveness of PTR query over uncertain data in real-world applications. This dataset was used in previous works on ranking queries in uncertain data [12]. The IIP collects information on iceberg activity in the North Atlantic. Its mission is to measure, plot and predict iceberg drift, and broadcasting all known ice to prevent icebergs threatening. In this database, each sighting record is regarded as a tuple, including some of importance attributes, such as sighting source, position (longitude and latitude) and the number of the drifted days etc. Among them, the number of days of iceberg drift is dated from the IIP drift and deterioration computer model, which is pivotal in determining the status of icebergs. It is interesting to find the icebergs drifting for a long period. In this real experiment, we consider drifted days as attribute score of tuples for top-k queries, and the larger the score value is, the more important the tuple is.

Moreover, each sighting record in this database is associated with a confidence-level in terms of the source of sighting. There are six types of sighting source, including R/V (radar and visual), VIS (visual only), RAD (radar only), SAT-LOW (low earth orbit satellite), SAT-MED (medium earth orbit satellite) and SAT-HIGH (high earth orbit satellite). The differences in confidence-level of these sighting sources are classified and presented by probability values which are 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4 and 0.3 to the six confidence-levels aforementioned, respectively.

The IIP_2009 database which contains 13,095 tuples is used to conduct the real experiment. We apply our PTR query and two other queries, i.e., PT-k query and Global-Topk query, on the uncertain dataset. The ranking order is the number of days of iceberg drift descending order. For PTR query, we set \(k = l = 10, q = 0.3\) and \(s = [100, 500]\), that is, the researchers would want to observe those records

\(^1\)http://nsidc.org/data/g00807.html
whose drifted days are located at between 100 and 500, and their probabilities of being top-10 are no less than 0.3. We set $k = 10$ and $q = 0.3$ for PT-k query and $k = 10$ for Global-Top$k$ query. The detailed information about the result sets of these three queries are showed in Tables 2 and 3, including attribute scores (drifted days), presence probabilities, top-10 probabilities and the corresponding ranks.

All tuples with top-10 probability at least 0.3 and drifted days between 100 and 500 are reported by the PTR query. As is shown in Table 1, the PTR query returns a set of 12 tuples $\{t_{6903}, t_{3610}, t_{3612}, t_{6928}, t_{4174}, t_{4020}, t_{8412}, t_{8411}, t_{8409}, t_{8410}, t_{8408}\}$ as the top-(10,10) answer set, among which $t_{6903}$ and $t_{3610}$ (as shown in bold) are obtained by probability lower bound pruning (Pruning Rule 4). Table 2 illustrates the results of PT-k query and Global-Top$k$ query. Although tuple $t_{3601}$ (as shown in bold) has the relatively low presence probability, it is regarded as a member of the answer set for the reason that its score (drifted days) is larger or equal than that of tuples in the result set. However, the tuple $t_{3601}$ is not included in the answer set of the PT-k query and Global-Top$k$ query despite the fact that $t_{3601}$ has the largest score in the given score range. In other words, the two queries lose some relatively important tuples. From an real experiment viewpoint, it verifies also the effectiveness of PTR query, that is, the query can accurately report those optimal tuples users wanted.

The pruning ratios of the score range pruning and probability threshold pruning (i.e., pruning rules 1 and 2), the upper bound pruning of answer set (i.e., pruning technique 3) and probability lower bound pruning (i.e., pruning strategy 4) are 78.68%, 99.46% and 13.33%, respectively. The upper bound pruning of result set has a super pruning effect with the pruning ratio at least 99%. The effects of pruning of pruning techniques 1 and 2 rests with the score range and probability threshold user selected. Although the pruning rule 4 has a relatively lower pruning effect, it contributes to our PTR query capturing those important tuples missed by some uncertain top-$k$ queries such as the PT-k query and Global-Top$k$ query.

Furthermore, for the real-world uncertain database, we also conduct several experiments to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of PTR query under different parameter settings. The experimental results are shown in Figs. 1–3. Figure 1 pictures the query running time of the query with $k$ value up to $1K$ ($K = 1000$, similarly hereinafter), where $s = [100, 500]$. 

### Table 1
PTR query answer set over the IIP_2009 database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuples</th>
<th>$t_{6903}$</th>
<th>$t_{3610}$</th>
<th>$t_{3612}$</th>
<th>$t_{6928}$</th>
<th>$t_{4174}$</th>
<th>$t_{4020}$</th>
<th>$t_{8412}$</th>
<th>$t_{8411}$</th>
<th>$t_{8409}$</th>
<th>$t_{8410}$</th>
<th>$t_{8408}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drifted days</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>488.7</td>
<td>439.5</td>
<td>427.6</td>
<td>423.5</td>
<td>455.5</td>
<td>435.2</td>
<td>431.6</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence prob.</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-10 prob.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2
PT-k/Global-Top$k$ queries answer set over the IIP_2009 database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuples</th>
<th>$t_{6903}$</th>
<th>$t_{3612}$</th>
<th>$t_{6928}$</th>
<th>$t_{4174}$</th>
<th>$t_{4020}$</th>
<th>$t_{8412}$</th>
<th>$t_{8411}$</th>
<th>$t_{8409}$</th>
<th>$t_{8410}$</th>
<th>$t_{8408}$</th>
<th>$t_{3610}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drifted days</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>488.7</td>
<td>439.5</td>
<td>427.6</td>
<td>423.5</td>
<td>455.5</td>
<td>435.2</td>
<td>431.6</td>
<td>431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence prob.</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-10 prob.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3
The experimental datasets under various distributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uu</td>
<td>the score and probability follow uniform distribution;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>un(0.5)</td>
<td>the score follow uniform distribution, and the probability follow normal distribution with mean value equals to 0.5;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>un(0.9)</td>
<td>the score follow uniform distribution, and the probability follow normal distribution with mean value equals to 0.9;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uexp(0.2)</td>
<td>the score follow uniform distribution, and the probability follow exponent distribution with mean value equals to 0.2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uexp(0.5)</td>
<td>the score follow uniform distribution, and the probability follow exponent distribution with mean value equals to 0.5.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
q = 0.3 and l = 100. As illustrated in this picture, the time increases almost linearly with k value, which is intuitive. In the other one trial, we illustrate the influence of probability threshold on the efficiency and effectiveness of PTR query. Figure 2 describes the experimental results under the setting of s = [100, 500] and k = l = 100. We can see intuitively from the picture that the execution time decreases as q value increases. However, the tendency of decreasing is not obvious for the reason that the size of IIP_2009 database is too small. In order to study the extendibility of PTR query, we will test the PTR query on massive synthetic data in the next subsection. In the last one experiment, we illustrate the effect of various score range s on the query time, where q = 0.3 and k = l = 100. The experimental result is described in Fig. 3. As shown, we can evaluate the performance of PTR query based on different score range users given. As a matter of fact, users can decide the range interval on the basis of their own preference.

In summary, our PTR query captures those important tuples missed by the PT-k query and Global-Topk query with better effectiveness. This experiment on real-world database elaborates also the differences among the various kinds of top-k queries for uncertain data. In the following, we will test the PTR query on synthetic datasets for evaluating its scalability and performance further.

6.2. Results on the synthetic dataset

In order to evaluate the query answering quality and the scalability of our proposed algorithms, we generate some kinds of synthetic data. Since uncertain top-(k,l) query algorithm needs to balance scores and probabilities of tuples, the experimental data should consider different distribution with respect to the scores and probabilities. In this section, we conduct the experiments on some synthetic datasets under different distributions. Their scores all follow the uniform distribution between zero and one hundred, and their probabilities obey uniform distribution, normal distribution and exponent distribution, respectively. There is no correlation between the score and the probability. Table 3 illustrates the experimental datasets we adopted under various distributions.

We still take query running time as the primary performance metric under different parameter settings. Note that the time includes the sorting time after Pruning Rules 1 and 2.

6.2.1. Effects of the cardinality of database n

In this series of experiments, we vary the number of uncertain data n from 16K to 512K. The best case for the query algorithm is to find highly probable tuples frequently after sorting the uncertain database, which allows obtaining strong candidates to prune other low probability candidates aggressively based on these pruning techniques, and thus report the query quickly. Figure 4 shows the execution time of PTR query with the cardinality of dataset n up to 512K under different datasets, where s = [10, 90], q = 0.2 and k = l = 100. We can see from the picture the
time increases sharply as $n$ value increases, which is intuitive. For example, for the uniform distribution pair, the PTR query time approaches 2,500 seconds for the size of database of 512$K$, while the time is under 1 seconds for 16$K$. Un distribution pair and un distribution pair have the relatively big running time while uep distribution pair (e.p., the exp(0.2) distribution pair) has the relatively small execution time for the PTR query. This can be explained based on the fact that a small quantity of tuples have relatively high probability under uep distribution, thereby the number of prunable tuples increase with $n$ on the basis of the pruning strategies. However, the un distribution pair where a considerable number of tuples are highly probable, leading to the prunable tuples decrease based on the pruning techniques. On the other hand, there is a relatively longer execution time when dataset meets un distribution with larger mean value, because their probabilities, especially some relatively high probabilities, distribute so intensively that we can prune less tuples. As such, there need a shorter time when dataset meets uep distribution with smaller mean value. Because the mean value forces probability to decay relatively fast leading to a small number of highly likely tuples.

6.2.2. Effects of the parameter $k$

In this experiment, we study the influence of $k$ value on the performance of PTR query under various types of datasets. We vary $k$ value from 0.1$K$ to 3$K$. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5. In this picture, we illustrates the query running time with $k$ value up to 3$K$, where $s = [10, 90], q = 0.2, l = 100$ and $n = 256K$. From the picture, we can know that the execution time increases almost linearly as $k$ value increases. PTR query execution time is close to 600 seconds for uniform distribution and norm distribution pair, while the running time is under 130 seconds for exponential distribution with mean value 0.2. The variation of running time of different distributions roughly has the similar form with the Fig. 5 as the same causes aforementioned.

6.2.3. Effects of the probability threshold $q$

In this train of experiments, we discuss the relationship between different probability threshold and performance of query. We vary probability threshold $q$ value from 0.2 to 0.8. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6. In this experiment, we illustrate the query running time with $q$ value up to 0.8, where $s = [10, 90], k = l = 100$ and $n = 256K$. From the picture, we can know that the query execution time decreases obviously as $q$ value increases for the reason that the number of dataset decreases with $q$ increases. For instance, the query time exceeds 590 seconds for threshold 0.2, while the time is under 35 seconds for threshold 0.8 under un(0.9) distribution. On the other hand, as what mentioned before, the query time of various kinds of distribution datasets has the similar tendency of variation with Figs. 4 and 5.

6.2.4. Effects of the score range $s$

Now, we vary score rang constraint $s$ for simulations. Figure 7 shows the experimental results. In the drawing, we demonstrate the PTR query execution time with score rang $s$, where $q = 0.2, k = l = 100$ and $n = 256K$. We describe the running time for different score range in the picture. Of course, in practice, the users may set the score range in terms of their own demands. On the other side, the variation of running time of various kinds of distribution datasets roughly has the approximate trend with the Figs. 4–6 as the similar causes mentioned previously.
6.2.5. Effects of the score-probability correlations

In this series of experiments, we evaluate the effect of score-probability correlation on the performance of query. We use the synthetic uncertain databases of mutually independent tuples with the score and probability values of uncorrelation, positive correlation and negative correlation. Given this, we generate bivariate normal data over score and probability, and control the correlation coefficient by adjusting bivariate covariance matrix. The size of these synthetic dataset is all $256K$ with different correlation coefficient. We evaluate the performance of PTR query under various parameter settings. Experimental results are shown in Figs. 8–10. In Fig. 8, we study the effect of $k$ value on the performance of PTR query under various correlation coefficient. We vary $k$ value from $0.1K$ to $2K$, where $s = [10, 90]$, $q = 0.2$, $l = 100$ and $n = 256K$. Figure 9 illustrates the query execution time with $q$ value up to 0.8, where $s = [10, 90]$, $k = l = 100$ and $n = 256K$. In addition, we discuss the influence of different score range on performance of query under the setting of $q = 0.2$, $k = l = 100$ and $n = 256K$, as illustrated in Fig. 10. We can know from these graphs that the positive correlation has positive effects on the performance of
query while anti-correlation has negative influences on the performance. This can be explained based on the fact that for the data of positive correlation, high score tuples are attributed with high probability, which allows pruning considerable low probable tuples in advance to answer uncertain top-k range queries, while for negatively correlated data, more tuples need to be visited before concluding results.

6.2.6. Pruning effects

In this subsection, we evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of pruning techniques for different types of data used previously. Experimental results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. Table 4 illustrates the pruning ratios of pruning strategies under various kinds of probability distribution with the settings of pruning ratios of pruning strategies under various shown in Tables 4 and 5. Table 4 illustrates the effectiveness of pruning techniques for different types of data used previously. Experimental results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. Table 4 illustrates the pruning ratios of pruning strategies under various kinds of probability distribution with the settings of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets/PR</th>
<th>PR12</th>
<th>PR3</th>
<th>PR4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uu</td>
<td>35.28%</td>
<td>99.94%</td>
<td>8.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uu(0.5)</td>
<td>35.38%</td>
<td>99.95%</td>
<td>8.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uu(0.9)</td>
<td>35.31%</td>
<td>99.95%</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uexp(0.2)</td>
<td>45.80%</td>
<td>99.93%</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uexp(0.5)</td>
<td>70.29%</td>
<td>99.82%</td>
<td>2.94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 describes pruning ratios of these four pruning techniques under different bivariate gaussian data over score and probability with the settings of $s = [10, 90]$, $q = 0.2$, $k = l = 100$ and $n = 512K$. Table 5 describes pruning ratios of these four pruning techniques under different bivariate gaussian data over score and probability with the settings of $s = [10, 90]$, $q = 0.2$, $k = l = 100$ and $n = 512K$. From the tables, we can see that the pruning rule 3 has an unexceptionable pruning efficiency with the pruning rate at least 99.9%. Pruning strategies 1 and 2, as the methods of predictive pruning, have also better pruning effects, which depends on the score range and probability threshold user selected. Although the pruning rule 4 has a lower pruning effect, it contributes to our PTR query capturing those important tuples missed by some uncertain top-k queries such as the PT-k query and Global-Topk query.

In a word, extensive experiments based on synthetic data have very well verified the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed algorithm for the uncertain top-k range query, in terms of few execution time excellent pruning effects and more optimal query results.

7. Conclusions

In real-world applications, uncertainty is inherently exist in data. It has recently become crucial to explore how to answer various queries for uncertain data effectively and efficiently. In this article, we develop an new and important probabilistic top-(k,l) range query, i.e., PTR query, algorithm in terms of a given attribute score range constraint and a probability threshold. In addition, we put forward several effective pruning strategies to improve the performance of the query algorithm we proposed. Extensive experiments have verified the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed approaches. As for future work, we will extend the query processing algorithm on the basis of the assumptions aforementioned, including tuple-level uncertainty with any generation rules, attribute-level uncertainty.
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